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Vintage Hybrid,
Modern Performance.

Limited
Edition

WOOD FIBERGLASS
Vintage Hybrid, Modern Performance.

A

s musical tastes shifted at the dawn of the 1970’s, Pearl’s
newly-developed Wood/Fiberglass drums quickly became
a studio mainstay for players looking for a louder, fatter, brighter
sound. This unique synthetic-fusion shell helped define the
sound of an era, and continues to be a popular collectible today.

Original shots of Wood/Fiberglass “Image Creator” kits from the 1970 Pearl Catalog.

THE HARDWARE
Wood/Fiberglass toms include the
Opti-Mount suspension system to
remove undue shell pressure and
increase sustain. Pearl’s 2mm tripleflanged Superhoops add to the attack
without sacrificing tonal body.

Now, to bring this classic tone back for today’s roots-conscious
player, Pearl salutes the shell that helped put us on the map
with a limited production run of Wood/Fiberglass drum sets.
The articulate highs, full-bodied projection, and thumping lows
are all here with modern craftsmanship, style,
and functionality.
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THE SHELL
True to the legacy set by their
innovative forefathers, new
Wood/Fiberglass drums’ 7-ply
Kapur shell features an inner
layer of Fiberglass that is
hand-applied and lacquered
through a painstakingly precise
process. To further sculpt the tone of these unique drums, a sharp
45-degree edge is cut on the toms of each kit, while the bass drum
features a fully-rounded edge. This brings focus to Kapur wood’s darker
tonal qualities and accentuates the sonic cut of Fiberglass; delivering a
unique combination of warmth, projection, and focused decay.
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WOOD/FIBERGLASS LTD. CONFIGURATION + COLOR CHART
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#327 SATIN COCOA BURST

WOOD/FIBERGLASS SPECIFICATIONS
SHELLS
FINISH
HEADS
TOM MOUNTS
DRUM HARDWARE
HOOPS
LUGS

WOOD/FIBERGLASS CONFIGURATIONS

7-ply (2x Poplar / 4x Kapur / 1x Fiberglass) 7.5mm
High Gloss and Satin Lacquer
Remo Clear Pinstripe Tom,
Powerstroke Coated/Clear Bass
Opti-Mount Suspension System
Chrome
Superhoop II
RL Lugs

To best capture the essence of the Wood/Fiberglass sound, this limited
production run of sets will be available only as 3-pc. shell packs; each in
“Traditional” sizes and depths.
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WOOD/FIBERGLASS FINISHES
As a crowning touch to new Wood/Fiberglass
drums, four elite lacquer finishes have been
selected from the Reference/Masterworks
pallet, in tribute to the originally offered wrap
finishes of the 1970 offering
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